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Grimstone.india Updated: Oct 21, 2019 07:12 IST Talks on strengthening cooperation and normalisation of ties with Pakistan may be
initiated very soon but for that, India will also have to develop trust in Imran Khan’s new government, a top diplomat said on

Saturday. “There are a lot of things that come to our mind and, of course, we would have to look at them very carefully before
proceeding to any kind of cooperation,” Indian foreign secretary S Jaishankar said, responding to a question at an interaction with
TOI. “After all it is not just our being there that matters, but what kind of engagement do we have,” he said. Read | Just a border?

India refuses to resume talks on Kashmir at Pak-Afghan border “Whatever might have happened in the past, our engagement needs
to change, or it’s not going to work,” he said. Kashmir was in the news recently with Pakistan saying it would rather engage the new
government, led by Imran Khan, than India. But the Indian foreign secretary has strong words for Islamabad, saying it “depends” on
Pakistan’s “past behaviour”. “When the last government of the PA [Pakistan-Afghanistan] was here with Pakistan, how much trust

did we have in them?” he asked. “Our mutual trust on issues like this has to increase.” Jaishankar said: “We don’t have any
expectations on what the new Pakistani government will do. We certainly don’t have any expectation that it will change the facts on
the ground.” He added that with the current talks held at the Afghan-Tajik border continuing, the possibility that the dialogue can be
revived is “technically possible”. “But I don’t expect that to happen anytime soon,” he said. Jaishankar’s comments come at a time

when India has witnessed a sharp increase in
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